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In some cases a trained psychologist must effect the
re-orientation of the child's activities, but in many cases
the parents in cooperation with the teacher and children
can change his outlook.
anger. The more self-assertive a child is, or the more
he is absorbed in what he is doing, the more intensely does
he resent being checked. It is generally asserted that the
emotion of anger and, in untrained people, the action of
hitting out, are the natural reactions to being baulked, and
obviously the keener a child is on what he is doing the
more angry he will become on being checked. So far the
explanation of anger is clear—it is as though some channel
must be found for the energy that the obstacle checks and
it is found in tears, stamping, kicking, &c.
The cynic might say that why we so seldom see signs
of real anger among the children in school is because they
are never so absorbed in their tasks that they resent our
interruptions. At any rate it is an observed fact that
children in the freer atmosphere of home or playground or
small school do display anger far more frequently than in
the large disciplined school.
In the same way A, who must check anger when his
employer baulks him, will work off his pent-up feelings on
Ms friends and family.
The teacher who loves peace and disbelieves in righteous
indignation is in a dilemma, for on the one hand he is faced
with the fact that anger is a natural reaction and though
it may seem to be stopped it may break out again in a
more dangerous form; and on the other by the easily
observed fact that if it is not checked it tends to become
a weapon constantly used for getting one's own way.
What is to be done ? In the first place, whenever possible,
causes of anger should be removed; it is unwise to interfere
between a dog and his bone or a child and a great interest.
If, for example, a child must give the new toy to another
lie sfeauld be warned that in five minutes his time is up.

